After 6 rounds an accurate picture is starting to emerge of where Gawler's division 2 team sits and it
is looking a bit grim. A 25 shot loss to newly promoted Beaumont sees the side in 6th spot but not a
whole lot separates it from the bottom sides. Darren Hunter's crew snatched a 1 shot win for 2
points and Rod Squire's lads had an up and down battle all day to lose on the last end by 2 shots.
This week's game against 9th placed Henley assumes massive significance, a win puts it 2 games
clear of its opponents, a loss and it falls perilously close to the relegation zone.
The division 4 team got the job done against bottom side Two Wells, finishing the day 32 shots up.
With all rinks up and scoring maximum points, it moves into 3rd place on the ladder. With 3
winnable games against lower ranked teams to complete the 1st round, it is in a very good position
to enter the break solidly in the top 4. The four of Pete Rogers, Bob Wildy, Judy Boucher and skipper
Paul Trzeciak were the biggest winners on the day, taking their rink with a score line of 23-10.
The division 5 side took it right up to home team, Hope Valley but after a tense struggle, fell 7 shots
short. The four of Wilton, Gillies, Shepherdson and Kingsley Branson took their rink 23-14 with the 2
points enough to keep them above their opponents on the ladder and in 5th spot. Returning to
home turf this week it faces a tough game in second placed Penfield who have only lost 1 game for
the season.
And in a great result, the division 6 won a nail biter against top side, Prospect Broadview.
Coming down to the last end, the home team hung on to pinch a 2 shot win, 9 points and some
breathing room as it moves into 6th place. With all rinks tight, it was the four of Houghton,Hiney,
Woods and Anderson who got them over the line, finishing 4 shots up. However, with only 14 points
separating 5th and 10th, every game and every point becomes valuable.

